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Goal:  The student’s goal is to create a “Poster” for the arrangements of different colors of 

masks in a meeting using (Greatest common factor) and describe about the most 

effective masks against Covid-19. 

Role:  Pupils will be acting as “creator of Poster” and explain how they solved the problem 

of arrangement of masks in the meeting and about the research of most effective 

mask against Covid-19. 

Audience:  The presentation will be accessed by the students, teachers, and parents of 

grade 6 as it will be posted as story in the class dojo.  

Scenario:  There is a need to inform students, parents, and teachers about the arrangements of 

masks in the meeting and to describe the importance of using most effective mask 

against Covid-19. 

Product / 
Performance:  

Product: The poster can be creatively done using MS Paint /Hand drawing where 

the students are very much comfortable of using. Students can freely choose any 

tangible product. The product can easily be submitted to the teacher through MS 

Teams- Performance Task section in Class Notebook. Samples of poster is shown 

below. 

 

Performance: The students should use the concept of Greatest Common factor and 

their creativity by showing their skills in making the poster. 

 

 

Standards (Performance Rubrics) – 40 items  

Standards  Outstanding  Very Good  Good  Acceptable  Weak  

  6. NS.B.4 
(Compute 

fluently with 

multi-digit 

numbers and find 

common factors 

and multiples) 

Students will 

fluently find 

the factors 

without any 

mistake. 

(15) 

Students will 

fluently find the 

factors with very 

few mistakes. 

(14) 

Students will 

fluently find 

the factors 

with few 

mistakes. 

(13) 

Students will 

fluently find 

the factors 

with some 

mistake. 

(10) 

Students did 

not find the 

factors. 

(6) 

6. EE.A.1 
Find the square 

root of a number. 

 

Students will 

perfectly find 

the square 

root without 

any mistake. 

(15) 

Students will find 

the square root 

with very few 

mistakes. 

(14) 

Students will 

find the square 

root with few 

mistakes. 

(13) 

Students will 

find the 

square root 

with some 

mistakes. 

(10) 

Students did 

not find the 

square root. 

(6) 

6. EE.A.1 
Write and 

evaluate 

numerical 

expression 

involving 

exponents of 

whole numbers. 

 

Students will 

perfectly 

solve the 

numerical 

expressions 

by finding 

the cubes. 

(10) 

Students will 

solve the 

numerical 

expressions by 

finding the cubes 

with very few 

mistakes. 

(9) 

Students will 

solve the 

numerical 

expressions by 

finding the 

cubes with 

few mistakes. 

(8) 

Students will 

solve the 

numerical 

expressions 

by finding 

the cubes 

with some 

mistakes. 

(6) 

Students did 

not solve the 

numerical 

expression or 

find the cubes. 

(3) 



  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

Grade 6: PERFORMANCE TASK SHEET 

 

Topic:  Meeting Arrangement 

 

Standard:  6. NS.B.4, 6. EE.A.1 

 

Search and collect data about different types of masks and write about the most effective 

masks against COVID-19. 

 

1) Your Company is going to organize a meeting room in which wearing a mask is must for 

each participant while attending the meeting. Your task is to make identical mask 

arrangements for the meeting. You have 32 blue masks, 24 white masks and 16 orange 

masks. Each table should contain the same number of each color. If the greatest common 

factor represents the number of tables, find the number of tables and how many masks 

will be on each table? 

 

2) Display the arrangement of masks. (Draw the arrangements to show your creativity) (Use 

colors or any used material with same colors) 

 

 

3) Find:  

i)The square root of the number of orange colored mask. 

ii) The square of the number of white colored mask.  

 

iii) Find the sum of cubes of all the colored masks. 

Resource links: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uE9O8N5JYB4&t=120s (Finding GCF) 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1EO6rqtSTgU (Finding square roots) 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IWcl-IsjSOQ&t=47s (Finding cubes) 

 https://www.hackensackmeridianhealth.org/HealthU/2020/08/26/which-masks-

are-most-effective-and-why/ (Describe the most effective mask against Covid-19) 
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